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school with uncovent ed philos  i would have loved  

like send kids 

make sure best for them not just for me 

how do i separate from my needs to see theirs 

 

 

The formulation of your excellent question is the first step towards  

separating needs of parents from needs of children. Let me suggest several 

additional steps along this complex and very important road. 

 

 1. Try to imagine that such a wonderful school was available when  

you were a child. Just what do you imagine would have worked so well for you 

there? What particular educational or social or spiritual or emotional or 

family needs would it have answered for you? 

 

 2. Now take those particular needs you have identified as your own 

and compare them with the needs of the particular child in question. In what 

ways is this child alike and unlike you as a child. Which areas of yours are 

less prominent in your child? What areas are central to your child that  were 

peripheral to who you were as a child? 

 

 3. Now take the child as a specific person different from yourself 

and ask yourself how this "dream school" fits into this child's particular 

set of needs and talents. 



 

 4. Now try to tell at least two parallel stories. The first is the 

future for your child in this "dream school." The second is your child's 

future in the more commonplace alternative. How much of a difference do you 

find the choice making? 

 

 5. If you are having trouble with step 4, go back to yourself. How 

do you imagine your own life would have been different had the "dream school" 

been available to you? 

 

 6. The two parents would do well to perform step 5 each one regarding 

him or herself and his or her partner.  

 

The rationale behind these steps is that we all harbour fantasies about 

how our own lives (and those of our spouses) could have been better. These 

fantasies have a tendency to attach themselves to our wishes for our 

children. When we consciously delineate differences between our selves 

as children and our children, we begin to free our wishes for our children  

as they themselves are from these fantasies about ourselves.But caveat 

emptor. Knowing this rationale in no way replaces the necessity of going  

through the steps. 


